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THE LATEST ALBUM by chart-toppers

Ash, Free All Angels, includes an

innovative video mixer as part of its enhanced

content. Fans can mix their own video, using

clips provided, with audio of their favourite

Ash tracks, and can put them on Ash’s website

for others to watch.The project has been a

huge success, with the list of online edits for

some tracks already massive.

MacFormat spoke to Nigel Adams from

Ash’s record label, Infectious, and Jean-Philippe

Altier of Digital Design Works, the designers

and programmers of the mixer, to find out

about how the project happened. Altier told us

about some of the programming difficulties

which the project posed.

“As is often the case when developing

multimedia projects, the Ash Video Mixer

demanded a very quick turnaround. From

conceptualisation to mastering, Digital Design

Works had only four weeks! We had to ensure

that the project as a whole was structured

carefully so that no unforeseen events could

jeopardise the deadline. CD-ROM production

can be a extremely temperamental business,

and without good planning the addition of

even one small function can cause huge

repercussions elsewhere in the project.

“The level of material we planned to include

in the enhanced element demanded a large

amount of video preparation work.To get the

best possible results when converting, we

captured from DV into Final Cut Pro and

encoded all the video with Media Cleaner 5
using the Sorenson 2 codec.

“In preliminary discussions, Ash and

Infectious asked that the timeline should give

the user the ability to create very fast edits to

achieve strobe effects,” explains Altier.“We

decided to work on a six-minute timeline with

1/10th second steps, making over 3,600

possible edits in any one video. Director 8 is

limited to 1,000 sprites on screen at any one

time, so we had to break the timeline into six

one-minute chunks. Even at this lower level,

having such a large number of sprites on one

frame means that the mixer consumes a lot of

ASH VIDEO MIXER
Indie band Ash have caused a stir

with the video mixer on their latest CD. Here, the brains

behind the project show us the ropes.

MULTIMEDIA DEVELOPMENT

Splash screen from Ash s latest CD, Free All Angels, which includes interactive content in the form of a video mixer, using footage of the band taken on tour.
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ON THE CD

The Video Mixer s interface was authored in
Director 8.
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processor power, so to improve performance,

we limited the number of usable clips to 200.

“We began to program the back end very

early in the development process as it needed

to be extremely robust to deal with the

massive number of elements that it would

process.There are 3,600 individual time units

in the timeline, and within each of those units,

there could be up to three elements (video,

audio or a still image).We decided to create a

back-end ‘list’ system which would contain a

textual description of what was happening on

the timeline.This would allow Director to

process the edits and deliver the final cut

more rapidly.

“Our next task was to build an easy-to-use

graphical user interface which could be used

as a tool to edit the back-end list.We chose

the simple drag-and-drop approach. For each

clip, there is a corresponding sprite to

represent it.These sprites can be dragged onto

the timeline and edited there. During this

process, the position and identity of each clip

is written to the back-end list, allowing 

Director to display the edits visually in a

preview window.”

SYNCHRONISE
The next step was to ensure that the movie

created on the timeline would synchronise as

closely as possible to an audio track.“To

achieve this”, says Altier,“we wrote two main

object classes – the ‘TC class’ manages the

time code within the mixer and the ‘Video

class’ manages the video playback.

“The TC class works in two modes,‘Master’

or ‘Slave’.The Master mode takes control of the

audio track during playback. Using ticks (at a

rate of six ticks per 1/10th of a second), the TC

class updates the cursor position on the

timeline and displays the appropriate video or

still image in the preview window.The TC class

regularly checks itself against the audio track

to ensure that there are no synching errors.

“The TC class switches to Slave mode

whenever the user drags the cursor on the

timeline, jumps to another location or rewinds

the mixer.When activated, the slave mode

gives control of the time code over to the

cursor and rewind buttons. If the location of

the playback head is changed by either of

these methods, the cursor on the timeline

jumps to its new position and the audio-visual

elements are re-buffered.

“The ‘Video class’ is the parent script used

to manage the video and still playback. Its

main role is to ensure that the correct video or

still is displayed at each step in the timeline.

“When the preview window is active, there

are two sprites which make up the video

display.The first contains the video file playing

at that moment on the timeline which

appears within the preview window.The

second is located outside the stage (off
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THE VIDEO MIXER was the brainchild

of Ash’s bass player, Mark Hamilton.

A massive fan of digital video

himself, he took most of the footage

that you see on the Director mixer.

The band wanted to give their fans

something extra when they bought

the album and Mark had always

been instrumental in the online

stuff for the band. 

Infectious Records approached

DDW with Mark’s idea. “Originally

we were thinking of doing

something audio-wise, maybe just

audio mixing, but we wanted to do

something really special, so we had

the meeting with DDW and I pitched

my ideas”, says Hamilton.

“eaction to the mixer has been

great. You only have to use the

product to see how widely liked it

is. When you’ve picked a track and

mixed your audio and movie

footage, you can put your edit on

the Web. You can also choose to see

other people’s online edits for one

particular track on the album and

the list of these is massive already.

“The fans love it”, says Hamilton.

The footage used in the mixer is

from the band’s travels and

Hamilton recorded it all using a

Canon digital camcorder. The band

are currently on tour and, as more

footage is taken, updates to the

mixer can be provided online. Check

out the band’s website at

www.ash-official.com and use the

limited trailer on the CD to see the

finished product for yourself.

Speaking to the band 
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The video mixer s interface: choose your video clips from the library palette on the left.

Raw video clips had to be compressed to make
them small enough for the CD.

Having such a large number of sprites on one frame means that the
mixer consumes a lot of processor power

➔
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screen), and contains the next video in the

main list. Pre-loading the next video into a

second sprite and simply swapping the

position of the two sprites at each video

change ensures flawless transition between

each video clip”.

DDW found that working with only one

video sprite onscreen caused significant delays

while the content of that sprite switched from

one cast member (movie file) to another, Altier

says.“Still graphics were much easier to work

with, as changing a sprite’s graphic from one

to another is almost instantaneous.The still

sprite appears over the video sprite in the

preview window.To display or remove a still

image in the preview area, we simply used the

sprite’s visibility setting”.

COMPRESSION 
“If a user scans through their edit by dragging

the cursor across the timeline, the preview

window needs to display the relevant still

graphics or video frames.To ensure this

happened, we wrote a handler which checks

the main list to see what should be there.”

Due to obvious connection constraints,

uploading whole six-minute videos to the Ash

website just wasn’t practical.“Instead, the Web

site will allow visitors to trade or download

the “Main List” files,” says Altier.“We wrote two

more parent scripts to manage communication

with the website.The first,‘Net class’ facilitates

the upload of list files.The average list file was

around 70k, so we introduced the other script,

‘Pack class’, to compress these files to 1k.” MF

HIDING SPRITES 2
Hiding sprites off-stage speeds up the process of swapping one
for another. Use the LocH (horizontal position) and LocV (vertical)
functions. For example:
on MouseUp
sprite(x).locH=200
sprite(x).locV=100
end

PLANNING
In any multimedia project, planning is fundamental.Before
embarking on development work, ensure you have a watertight
plan for the movie. Project maps are useful, as are full back-end
briefs. Flaws caught at the planning stage are far less
troublesome than those discovered later. If your project relies on
visual navigation try preparing screen layouts in layered
Photoshop format before even touching Director.

HIDING SPRITES
Using the blend function is a good way to hide and reveal sprites
and is useful when you need to switch from one to another. To
make a sprite transparent using lingo, use the code:
set the blend of sprite ** to 0
To show the sprite in its opaque form use:
set the blend of sprite ** to 100

TIPS 
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On the cover CD this
month we have a
limited version of
Ash’s video mixer.
This version is fully
working but features
just one audio track
– Ash’s new single
Sometimes – instead
of all the tracks on
the album.

FInd out more about
Director at www.
macromedia.com

GOING
FURTHER

HOW WE TREATED THE VIDEO FOOTAGE Encoding

1We captured our raw footage using Final Cut
Pro from a digital camcorder (approximately

six seconds of footage per clip without audio) and

saved the clips as QuickTime movies.

2We selected our captured clip and, using

Media Cleaner 5 we applied our settings.The

clip was sized to a resolution of 320 x 240px.

3 To encode the footage, first we needed to

apply a frame rate for playback on CD-ROM.

This we set at a rate of 12.5/sec with a data rate of

75Kbps (kilobytes per second).This was all done

using Media Cleaner 5 with Sorenson 2.

“The Ash Video Mixer was originally conceived

by DDW, the band and its management label,

who all felt that there was a need to offer

something extra with the band’s third album

Free All Angels. We at Infectious had already

worked with Digital Design Works to produce

an enhanced CD for another of the label’s acts,

My Vitriol. We called DDW in again to meet

Mark Hamilton from the band to discuss

embryonic ideas for Ash enhanced element.

“Ash, and particularly Mark, felt strongly

that the enhanced element for their album

should truthfully reflect the band and their

lifestyle. Mark is fanatical about film and

videos all the band’s exploits and we felt that

using this footage would be advantageous.

“Digital Design Works took this idea away

and came back to us with the concept of

producing a personalised video mixer, enabling

the user to draw from a bank of short clips and

album audio to create their own unique video.

By encouraging users to submit their completed

videos to a central website, the video mixer

also gave us the opportunity to develop a fan

community. Ash instantly warmed to this idea

and began to assemble clips and stills to

feature on the enhanced CD. After weeks of

programming on DDW’s part, the Ash Video

Mixer began to take shape.

“The enhanced CD has provided Infectious

with a wealth of marketing opportunities. The

video mixer got wide press coverage due to its

groundbreaking nature, with articles in

publications such as New Media Creative, Music

Week, Revolution and Design Week, to name

but a few, and trial versions of the mixer have

appeared on covermounted CDs given away

with pop titles such as Smash Hits.

“The structure of the video mixer has lent

itself to regular updates, and we have taken

advantage of this by offering additional clips

on subsequent single releases, enabling fans of

the video mixer to update their player and

further extend the amount of raw media

available to them. The product has massive

longevity and as such we’re planning to

include updates on all subsequent singles

taken from the album. Full details of all of

these updates are available to fans via the Ash

e-list and one-shot emails from the Video

Mixer Central website prior to any single release.

“We’re very happy with the way that the

video mixer has turned out. It has superseded

a lot of multimedia elements tagged to recent

CD albums, and unlike these, the mixer

remains an integral part of the marketing

campaign for the life of the album, rather than

providing a short and quickly forgotten

diversion from the album itself.”

THE RECORD PRODUCERS Nigel Adams

4When we had applied our settings to each

clip and had run Media Cleaner, it was then just

a matter of waiting until the file was ready and

saving it to disk. It really was as simple as that.
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